
Concert Band F. Horn Proficiencies
r These scales will be passed off for a grade.

o The order listed here is the recommended order, but it is not required that you pass them off in
this order.

r You may attempt a scale at a second point in time to raise the grade.

o A minimum grade of 80 is required to "pass off' a scale.

o A Concert Band member must pass off at least 3 scales per marking period.

c1 F1 Bb1 Eb1 G1 D1 A1
c-c
Chrom 1 G2 A2

G-G

Chrom 2 Bb2 c2 Ab1 E1



Wind Symphony F, Horn Proficiencies
o These scales will be passed off for a grade.

o The order listed here is the recommended order, but it is not required that you pass them off in
this order.

o You may attempt a scale at a second point in time to raise the grade.

o A minimum grade of 80 is required to "pass off" a scale.

. A Wind Symphony member must pass off at least 5 scales per marking period.

c1 F7 Bb1 Eb1 G1 D1 A1
c-c
Chrom 1 G2 A2

G.G

Chrom 2 Bb2 c2 Ab1 E1



C Major (Concert F)

FRENCH HORN

Kittatinny Instrumental Profi ciencies
SCALES I

Matthes

F Major (Bb)

Eb Major (Ab)

Ab Major (Db/C#)

Db Major (/C# - Concert Gb/F#)

Gb Major (/F# - Concert B/Cb)

G Major (C)

D Major (G)

A Major (D)
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Proficiencies - French Horn - Scales l - op. 2

E Major (A)

B Major (/Cb - Concert E)

C Chromatic 1 octave - play slurred

GMajor-2octaves

AMajor-2octaves

BbMajor-2octaves

CMajor-2octaves

G Chromatic 2 octaves - play slurred



32 French Horn Harmonic Series

'lhe tundamental pitch of the F'rench Horn is determined by the length of the tube. Its characteristic tone quality
is determined not bnly by the size of the opening in the tube, but also the amount of conical tubing or flare.

Regardless of the length of tubing, a natural overtone series is produced when the air inside the tube is activated
through the vibration of the iips. By changing the tension of the lips and air speed, the performer can move
highei and lower within the harmonic series, without changing valves. Although the harmonic series is (in theory)
en-clless, the chart below begins with the fundamental and continues through the 16th partial.

Ttre Zttr and 11th harmonic (partial) is so flat that it is unusable in the series (note the triangular shape of the note
head). For both Horn in F and Horn in Bb the 5th partial is noticeably flat while the 3rd and 6th harmonics are

slightly sharp. However, different brands of instruments and mouthpieces may produce varying results.
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lv{any players prefer to use the Bb Horn (trigger) when they reach second line Gf and continue to use it throughout the upper register.

c[ Db Dil Eb

cil Ab

French Horn Fingering Chart
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Stopped French Horn

The stopped horn technique is usually done on the F side of the horn since stopping the Bb side

of the instrument raises the pitch farther than a half-step.

Stopping the horn is a technique where the right hand is inserted into the bell, blocking off the air

completely. As the hand is inserted into the bell, the pitch will become almost a half-step flat.

However, when the hand completely stops the horn, the pitch is raised a half-step. If done correctly,

a C major arpeggio will sound like a Cil major arpeggio when the horn is stopped:

ktll notes tlngered opcn) (tll notes flngered open wlth the hom stopPed)

In order to play stopped horn passages, horn players must learn to finger the passage a half-step

down from the written pitch (on the F side of the horn) to compensate for the sharpness.

'Io demonstrate this technique, play the following example the first time with the standard finger-

ings. Then stop the horn and play the passage again with the indicated fingerings - it should sound

the same.

2212
(stopped lnrn frngeilnss)

Stitllltecl horn is indicated by the following terms: "stopped" (English), "gestopft" (German),

''lr1;trclte " (l;rench), and "chiuso" (ltalian). In all languages, the sign "+ " indicates that the note is

,loPPrti.trtci the sigtr "6r" irttlic;ttes that the note is open.

America



How To Tie A French Horn Valve String

.rig. 1: 'fie a small knot at the end of the string.

Insert the thread through the hole in the extension
rod from the opposite side.

Pull the string to set the knot.

Wind the string counterclockwise around one
side of the stop arm hub...

Continue clockwise around the set screw...

Fig.2:

Fig. 3:

Fig. 4 & 5: Finally circle around the stop arm hub.

',1 Vtake sure the string passes underneath itself as it
completes the figure-eight pattern around the hub
and the set screw.

Fig. 6:

Run the string through the hole near the end of the
extension lever from the inside out.

With the set screw resting against the stopper, adjust
the length of the string so that all the keys are level.
'fighten the set screw.

Finally, form a small loop in the cord with the loose
end under-place this over the small set screw and
tighten. Cut the excess cord.

How To Tie A Trombone Trigger String
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l;ig. 1:

l:ig.2:

l;ig. .i:

'fie a small knot at the end of the string.

Insert the thread through the hole in the extension
rod from the opposite side.

Pull the string to set the knot.

Wind the string clockwise around one
side of the stop arm hub...

Continue counterclockwise around the set screw...

I ig. .l tx 5: |inally circle around the stop arm hub.

.} Make sure the string passes underneath itself as it
completes the figure-eight pattern around the hub
.rnd the set screw.

litrrr the string through the hole near the end of the
{,\lcnsion lever from the inside out.

\\'illl tlrc sct screw resting against the stopper, adjust
'1rc lcrrgtir of the string so that all the keys are level.

i !rqlr lt'rr thc se t scrcw.

r rrr,rilr', i{)r'nl ir srnall loop in tire cord with the loose
ir,l rrrrrlt'r pllrt'c this over the sntall set screw and
l:'lrl, n. ( rit lltt't'xt'css corrl.

I rj,:. rr



CHAPTER 9: THE HORN 83

INTONAIION CHART BI AND F HORN

Roman numerals beneath the notes indicate the degree to which the pitch is out of tune. t
I-Slightly out of tune
Il-Moderately out of tune
Ill-Greatly out of tune
lV-Drastically out of tune
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FIGURE 9.I6
Right hand prepared for insertion in bell

FIGURE 9.I7
Right hand inserted

Muting and Stopping the Horn
Muting the horn is accomplished by inserting a con-
ical mute constructed of cardboard, metal, wood, or
plastic with strips of cork to regulate the amount of
muting. Stopping the horn is accomplished by
inserting the hand into the bell of the instrument.
The degree of insertion regulates the amount of
stopping. There is a great deal of difference in tonal
quality between a muted and a stopped horn; how-
ever, many players neglect to make the distinction
between muting and stopping. Muting is referred to
as follows: in English as rnttted, in German as mit
Diimpfer or gedtimpft, in French as aaec sourdine, and
in Italian as cln slrdino. Stopping by means of the
hand is referred to as follows: in English as stopped,
in German as gestopft, in French as bouch6, and in
Italian as chiuso. (There is a common misconception
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concerning the German term schmetternd and the
French cuiare. These terms refer to the player's abil-
ity to play a loud, "brassy" sound rather than to
muting or stopping.)

Indications to remove the mute and return to
open horn are as follows: in English as open, in
Cerman as ohne Diimpfer, in French as ounrez, and in
Italian as senzn. Indications to return to open horn
from stopped horn are as follows: in English as open,
in German as nicht gestopft, in French as ouarez, and
in Italian as aperto. The sign "+" over a note indi-
cates in all languages that the note is stopped, and
the sign "o" that the note is open.

Hand-stopping the horn raises the pitch approx-
imately one half-step; consequently, the notes must
be played as though they were written for horn in
E. A facile technique of hand-stopping the horn is
difficult to master and requires much practice
(Figure f.i8). The student must be sure to com-
pletely stop the instrument, since an almost-
stopped instrument flattens the pitch almost a half-
step. This leads to the mistaken belief that stopping
the horn flattens rather than raises the pitch a half-
step. When playing stopped notes correctly, the
student must transpose down a half-step. Stopping
should always be done on the F-horn, because
stopping the B-flat side of the instrument raises the
pitch farther than a half-step, which cannot be cor-
rected by transposition.

The marching horn is in F without the double
horn capabilities of B-flat. The marching horn's
advantage is that the forward bell allows the sound
to be projected directly toward the audience. It is
held in the same way as the trumpet (Figure 9.19).

FIGURE 9.I8
Right hand position for stopped horn



82 PART 2: INDIVIDUAL INSTRUMENTS

FIGURE 9.19
Marching horn

TWo common mutes are manufactured for the
horn-a transposing mute and a nontransposing
one. The transposing mute requires the same trans-
position as the stopped horn; its value lies in its bril-
liant brassy tone. The nontransposing mute does
not alter the pitch of the horn, and its tone is less
brassy than the transposing mute. On both mutes
the corks should be sandpapered until they fit the
instrument and provide the desired tone quality.

FIGURE 9.2O
Horn mute (straight); horn mute (stopped)

Straight Mute is the standard mute for the horn
and is designed to play in tune (Figure 9.20).
Stopped Mute is used as a substitute for stopping
with the hand (Figure 9.20). This is usually des-
ignated urith a "*," meaning to stop the horn,
which produces the next ascending semi-tone
and requires the horn player to play a half-step
lower.

Tuning Horns

Single horns in F and B-flat have one main tuning
slide, while the double horn in F and B-flat is
equipped with two main tuning slides, one for each
side of the instrument. Each horry whether single or
double, should be tuned first with this main tuning
slide and with the right hand in the normal playing
position in the bell. After the main tuning slide has
been used to tune the open horn and after each
valve slide has been used to tune the open horn,
each valve slide should be tuned. Normally, manu-
facturers make the horn a little sharp with the
valves all the way in; they must be pulled out in
relation to their total length. For example, the sec-

ond valve should have to be pulled out the least, the
first a little more, and the third the most. Many
hornists, for ease of replacement after emptying
condensation, mark their main tuning slide and
valve slides once they have the horn exactly in tune.
A small change in the main tuning slide should not
require any adjustment of the three valve slides,
and the student should remember that funing can-
not be absolute. The performer must be able to hear
beats and be able to tune them out quickly when
playing with another performer. Playing in tune
requires adjustment to the sounds of the other
instruments and does not depend entirely on the
way the instrument has been tuned, even though
this can be a great help.

lntonation
For a discussion of intonation problems caused by
characteristics of the overtone series and the three-
valve, seven-combination system, see Chapters One
and Eight.

The following example gives a chromatic scale

that indicates whether the note is flat or sharp. The
roman numerals show the degree. The hornist can
adjust the pitch of the horn by closing the right
hand in the bell to flatten or open the hand to
sharpen.
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French Horn (in n)
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Romance
I,'rcnch Horn (in F)
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74 Two Songs
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